Please keep in mind that you should use only one method to nominate people: sending a nomination form via USPS mail to the secretary, emailing the secretary, or sending a nomination form via Zoom. Instructions for each method will be available when the nomination form opens.

Suppose you prefer not to use an online form. In that case, instructions for mailing a nomination form to the section secretary via email or USPS mail will be available.

Yes, believe it or not, 2023 planning is on the agenda. Is it just me, or does anyone expect a flying car to float by the window when you see “2023”?. Regardless, in preparation for ACS–St Louis Section member elections, nominations for officers in 2023 officer nominations arriving to an inbox near you. Please note that nominations will be accepted only from ACS members in good standing.

Associate Editor
Karen Daues is This Year's High School Teaching Award Winner!
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Maryville University
Seminars are approximately once a month on Thursdays, 4-5 pm. Details are available on the university’s seminar page.

University of Health Sciences & Pharmacy in St. Louis
The Center for Clinical Pharmacology hosts a monthly seminar series in ARB 212 unless otherwise noted. For the most up to date information refer to the seminar page.

Washington University
Seminars are in McMillen 311 at 4 pm unless otherwise noted. For information, consult the departmental events page.

Saint Louis University
Seminars are generally on Fridays at 12 noon in Carlo Auditorium, Tegeler Hall, unless noted otherwise. Refreshments follow. For the most up-to-date information, refer to the department's events page.

University of Missouri–St Louis
The department has additional seminar series which are also accessible from this page.